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i-flow   
This innovative concept is based on a col-
lapsible silicon water bag which reduces the 
size of the unit considerably for easy stor-
age. It has a streamline design with a visual 
feedback system and an ergonomic handle.

1.  Collapsible Silicon Bag
The waterproof, heat-resistant, silicon bag is 
easily removed from it’s base unit so that the 
user can fill it with water.  (see fig. 1)

Once filled, the bag is plugged into a 
connector located at the front of the base 
unit which joins the bag to the lower 
compartment where the water will be heated 
and transformed into steam.  (see fig. 2)

As the water is used, the bag shrinks in size 
and once emptied allows the unit to sit flat for 
easy storage.  (see fig. 5)

2.  Streamline Design
The visual line of this design was inspired by 
water and the concept of flow. The 
unending curved line is meant to find appeal 
in the user and convey a sense of speed and 
ease of movement.   (see fig. 8)

3.  Ergonomic Handle
The angled open handle allows the user to 
grasp the unit from various positions. The 
ergonomic size and rounded shape is com-
fortable to use and prevents hand fatigue.

4.  Visual Feedback System
Visual indicators located on the rear and 
front of the iron brightly light up to show heat-
ing status. Yellow indicates the process of 
heating. Red indicates that the unit is ready 
to be used.  (see fig. 6, 7)
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Designed for Philps Steam Generator Iron Competition.                                     
Aimed at finding innovative storage, aesthetic and convinience solutions.  
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Handle: The curved form of 
the handle allows the user to 
position his/her hand from 
various angles. The handle 
has a rubber surface at the 
bottom  and a thick ellipse 
shape for comfort. This guar-
anties a good grip and pre-
vents fatigue during ironing.

Calc - Clean System Integration: (Based on utilizing 
Phillips Calc Cleaning System) Once the calc clean process 
is completed inside the heating compartment,  the Calc is
collected through a metal connector to a detachable plastic 
container located on the lower right hand side of the base 
unit. The user can then remove the Calc container and open 
it for easy disposal.       
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Steam TriggerTemperature Dial

3 cm
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Steam Control
& Calc Clean

Auto-lock System Integration:  (Design based on existing 
Phillips  lock system)  When pressing the grey button, 3 locking 
clamps come up from the top surface of the base unit and lock 
onto the sole plate to allow the unit in it’s entirety to be carried 
together.  An earth magnet locks the top and bottom surfaces of 
the base unit together to prevent them from separating when the 
unit is carried.  

Once the silicon bag is connected to the base 
unit, water can then easily enter the heating 
compartment.  There water can safely be heated 
to steaming temperatures where it will later be 
transferred to the iron through a hose.
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i-flow Process



Nimbus A creative developmental toy that combines 2D and 3D shapes

 A group project made in 
collaboration with a local elementry 
school. In this project I was working 
with 3 design students 
(2 Communication designers and 1 
Industrial designer) , and 2 children, 
on designing a toy.

 The final design combines 3D 
natural shapes as well as 2D positive 
and negative shapes.  The 3D shapes 
are connected together with earth 
magnets and dowl, which allows the 
child to play and develope his/her 
creativity and visual perception. 
   
As an industrial designer I was 
responsible for developing the 
concept, the 3d shaps, and solving 
design problems such as ease of 
assembly and maximizing “playfulness 
possobilities”. 



Volti-line
     A  connector that allow people with 
     limited hand strength to easily and comfortably    
     plug and unplug electrical appliances with their   
     feet.

     This product is designed to help people who 
     have limited hand strength, but a good control     
     and range of motion in their legs 
  

 

    
     A. Volti-Line Bracket.

     B. Multipurpose addaptor. 

2. Select orientation and
       assemble according to   
       outlet configuration 
       (vertical or horizontal).

3. pluge the electrical 
       appliance to the 
        addaptor.

A project made in collaboration with G.F. Strong hospital as part of the Medical Assistive Device course. 
The design process included visits at the hospital, meetings with occupational therapists and patients .  
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GPS Antenna - Helix  

Battery - Li - Ion 5v

GPS Receiver - GN - 81
   - Hot start < 2 sec
   - Cold start < 35 sec

Casing - 
Plastic Polymer

Strap - Silicone Rubber

Parylene 

Port Cover:
Silicone Rubber

Plasti-dip

The system includes a small, comfortable and estheticly pleasing wristband designed for beach use 
and equipped with a panic button built for ease of activation in an emergency situation. 

 Victim presses the  
panic button

GPS signal activates       
alarm at the beach   
and lifeguard station

Victim is being 
rescued by rescue 
services.

Victim is being 
rescued by other 
swimmers

Panic Button - Acrylic

0.82cm

0.16cm

R 0.13
R 4.04 R 1.02

R 1.02

22 cmR 0.07

Feedback System - Acrylic

Waterproof System:

Specifications:

Gyroscope 

Moisture
 sensor 

accelerometer

Future development directions:

Charging Method: Power Adaper 
Working Temperature: -20 to +65 Degrees Celcius 
Woking Humidity: 5% - 95% 
Storage Temperature: -45 to +90 Degrees Celcius 
Start Time: 
  - Hot Start: <2 s 
  - Cold Start: <35s 
Accuratacy Fixed Position: 3.0 ms 2 Ds-RMS. 
Speed Position: 0.1 ms/s, DGPS:0.05 ms/s 
Work Temperature: -20 to +65 Degree Celsius 

In the future, when
technology will be 
smaller, cheaper, and 
more reliable, sensors 
will be able to 
accurately detect 
hands movement of a 
drowning person, and 
send SOS signal 
automatically

Red Sea System  A safety GPS based communication system that allows swimmers to call for help in case of an emergency in the water.
The system was designed in collaboration with the Life Saving Society Organization.



Red Sea System  

 The area above is covered by the Red Sea System. The wristband sends a frequency every 20 
minutes to the lifeguard station. This allows the lifeguards to allocate resources more 
efficiently. 

Supervised
Unsupervised

Users

Emergency

Emergency Signal

Call from Lifeguard Station

Help from Coast guard auxil’

Help from Fire department

Help from Coast guard 
Hovercraft

Coast guard 
Auxiliary
 motor boats 

Kits Lifeguard 
station

Volunteers 
search and 
rescue patrols  

Police/Park 
rangers

Fire department Coast guard 
hovercraft  

Lifeguard / System Interface for lifeguard stations:  Google map based interface that 
provides location and number of users where there is a large group of users, and exact 
location of  emergencies. This interface was developed in collaboration with the Lifesaving 
society.

Rescue deployment scenario map: This map shows how relevant rescue agencies can collaborate with the 
help of the Red Sea System in order to rescue swimmers within 4 minutes or less. 

A safety GPS based communication system that allows swimmers to call for help in case of an emergency in the water.
The system was designed in collaboration with the Life Saving Society Organization.



              Function                   feedback              time
comments

  Power
   10 seconds

  Low Battery                                           30 seconds every 2 min 
  utes

  GPS Panic button on
                        +    Vibrate

                                                      

  As long as GPS panic 
  button is on

  System in range
  

                                           20 Seconds

  Fully Charged   As long as fully charged   
  and connected to 
  charger.

Red Sea System  Feedback system

The feedback system uses color and vibrations to interact with the user and inform him 
or her of the mode the device is in. When the Panic button is activated,  the feedback ring  
turns red and device begins to vibrate to catch the user’s immediate attention.



Women’s footwear   Winter 2012 - Debora / Designed for Teva Footwear

Debora was designed and modeled as part as my training
at “Teva” Footwear. The design was inspired by native American 
motives and fashion trends. Teva’s sole and Latex insole provide 
comfort and stability for the feet.



Viper was designed and modeled 
for a Sneakers line. As part of the 
research and development of this 
line, several new soles were 
designed and new materials were 
examined to offer more diversity 
and explore different design 
directions.

Men’s footwear  Summer 2013 - Viper / Desined for Teva Footwear

Sole design



  Transportation Design



3D modeling 

Yiftah Bouzaglo / Aug 2009

Vico: A user friendly remote control vacuum cleaner 
that makes cleaning fun and easy. The video game-like 
wireless remote is ergonomic, and provides full control 
over the vacuum.

Time Tunnel Watch: The design of this watch is 
inspired by the 1967  TV  series, the Time Tunnel. A place 
where characters were trensported to another time.
The intention of the design therfore is to give a sense of 
timelessness and  multidimensionalalty  

Shell Motor:
Inspired by the crustacean’s exoskeleton, A shell-like 
motorcycle is constructed of 3 moving parts that slide against 
each other, such that the motorcycle’s body absorbes the 
shock instead of the rider in the case of frontal collision. 

models of 3 concepts done with Softimage - a 3D modeling and rendering software.

The 3 body parts collapse and 
slide against each other in 
case of a frontal collision.


